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Introduction
HCC is probably the most common solid human malignancy 

in the world. In Egypt, considering the high prevalence of HCV 
[1,2], it is estimated that the problem of HCC will increase until it 
reaches its peak in the year 2018 [3,4]. Prior efforts at increasing 
local tumor ablation by RF have been based on maximizing 
tissue coagulation by increasing the amount of thermal energy 
deposited during ablation. Other researchers studied changing 
the biologic environment of tissues by combining RFA with  

 
other ablation therapies, such as intra-tumoral chemotherapy, 
transcatheter arterial chemoembolization or TACE, intra-
tumoral ethanol or intra-tumoral normal 0.9% or hypertonic 
saline solution injection [5-9]. So, the aim of this work was to 
compare RFA machine parameters; tip temperature, impedance, 
repeated pulsing and ablation size in cool-tip RFA procedure 
alone and in combined cool-tip RFA with intra-tumor pre-
procedural normal saline (0.9%) injection in patients with 
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Abstract

Introduction: One of the potential approaches to increase the effectiveness of radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is to modify the biologic 
environment of treated tissues. So, several researchers have studied increasing RFA heating by the combined intra-tumoral injection of diverse 
concentrations and volumes of saline.

Aim: Study the effect of normal saline (NS) on cool-tip radiofrequency machine parameters, success rate and frequency of complications 
when used for ablation of HCV-related hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

Patients and methods: This study included 80 patients with HCC (proven by histopathology and/or typical feature on triphasic CT 
abdomen and significantly elevated alpha-fetoprotein). They were randomly allocated to either cool-tip RFA preceded by intra- tumor normal 
saline injection, group 1 (RFA+S) that included 40 patients, or treated with cool-tip RFA only, group 2 (RFA) that included 40 patients 

Results: The RF machine parameters in our study showed that the impedance; (minimum, P=0.024, maximum, P=0.027 and mean, P=0.017) 
and the tip temperature (minimum, P=0.19 maximum, P=0.069 and mean, P=0.086) were significantly lower in RFA+S group than RFA group. 
The current (heat deposition) was significantly higher in RFA+S group than RFA group (P=0.018). The procedure was successful in all the RFA+S 
group 40 (100%) compared to 22 (55%) of the RFA alone group (P <0.01). Those who failed RFA alone, 18 (45%) were shifted to percutaneous 
ethanol injection (PEI). The procedure related complications were comparable in both groups with no reported major side effect or death.

Conclusion: Normal saline decreases impedance and increases energy deposition in RFA leading to marked increase in ablation volume and 
success rate, so, RFA preceded by intra-tumor normal saline injection is more effective than RFA alone. It should be widely used in ablation of 
HCC as it is safe, highly effective, one session procedure, non-costly and easy to perform.
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hepatocellular carcinoma, with assessment of both techniques” 
impact on HCC cure rate, HCC recurrence and procedure related 
complications.

Patients and Methods
Study patients

This prospective study was conducted from May 2008 to May 
2010 on 80 patients presented to the Hepato-gastroenterology 
and Endemic Medicine Department, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo 
University with hepatocellular carcinoma (diagnosed either 
by Tru- cut liver biopsy or by the presence of both elevated 
alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and typically enhancing focal lesions 
on tri- phasic CT assessment). They were randomly divided 
(computer based) into two groups, each of 40 patients; group 1 
(RFA+S) who were assigned to cool-tip RFA proceeded by intra-
tumor- saline injection in the same session, and group 2 (RFA) 
who were assigned to ordinary cool-tip RFA only. This study 
was approved by the Hepato-gastroenterology and Endemic 
Medicine Department committee (institution review board) and 
the institution ethics committee. This study was performed in 
accordance with the ethics guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of 
Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from each participant 
after explanation of procedures. Patient’s eligibility, we excluded 
patients with: Lesions larger than 5cm, more than three in 
number, Child Pugh score C, PV thrombosis, lesions near PV, 
IVC, GB or sub capsular, metastatic HCC or severe uncontrollable 
bleeding diathesis (INR more than 1.4 and platelets count less 
than 50,000).

Study protocol
Prior to the procedure, all patients were subjected to the 

following investigations: liver profile (s bilirubin, AST, ALT, 
ALP, albumin and INR), CBC, AFP, conventional abdominal 
ultrasound (using a Toshiba SSA. 340 with a 3.5MHz curved 
sector transducer), tri-phasic CT of the abdomen [contiguous 
5 mm thick axial CT scans were obtained with a High-Speed 
Siemens (Erlangen-Germany) machine. Tru-cut biopsy from 
focal hepatic lesion was performed, if the results of tri-phasic CT 
and AFP were inconclusive, with a Tru-cut needle 18 gauge and 
the biopsy was preserved in 10% formalin till examination. Post 
RFA procedure assessment.

All laboratory investigations performed pre-procedure were 
repeated one week post procedure together with US guided 
biopsy obtained from the treated focal lesions (it was performed 
in 38 cases of the RFA + S and 36 cases of the RFA group). AFP 
and tri- phasic CT was also repeated one week and one month 
post- procedure. Treatment complete success was considered 
when; either tri- phasic CT scan shows no arterial phase 
contrast enhancement inside the lesion post treatment or if 
histo- pathological assessment shows no viable malignant cells. 
The response was considered partial when CT scan shows areas 
of enhancement within the boundaries of the original lesion in 
the arterial phase or when the pathology shows viable malignant 
cells.

 Patients in the two groups were followed for up to 24 month, 
for the possibility of RFA related complications, development 
of liver decompensation, haematemesis, HCC recurrence, and 
death. The patients with ablated lesions were followed up by 
AFP and US every 3 months and tri-phasic CT every 6 months. 
Technique of radiofrequency ablation RFA alone RFA was 
performed on outpatient bases with the patient under conscious 
sedation induced by the administration of diazepam 10-20mg 
(Neuril, Nile) or propofol (Diprivan, Astrazeneca).

RF ablation was performed under real-time US guidance using 
a 3.5MHz probe by free hand technique. Two types of 20cm long, 
18gauge internally-cooled RF electrodes (Radionics, Burlington, 
MA) were used, depending on the size and location of the tumor. 
Grounding was achieved by attaching two dispersive pads, 
each with a greater than 400cm2 surface areas, to the patient’s 
thighs. The RFA needle was introduced under US guidance along 
the planned track till the center of the lesion. The machine 
(and the chilled saline pump cooling the tip) was started for a 
session lasting 13 minutes. The pull-back technique: In lesions 
larger than 4cm, multiple electrode insertions were required, 
hyper- echogenicity produced by the RF energy obscured the 
deeper portions of the tumor and made repositioning of the RF 
electrode difficult. Therefore, we started at the deeper portions 
of the lesion; then, after the RFA cycle ended (13min), the 
electrode was pulled up for 1cm and RF reapplied (pull back) 
for another 13 minutes. After the session, the tumor turns out 
to be completely hyper-echoic by US due to gases evaporation 
and tissue coagulation. Following RFA therapy, patients were 
put under observation for 6 hours and vital signs were checked 
every half an hour then they were discharged.

Machine parameters during session 
The RF electrodes were attached to a 500 KHz RF generator 

(series CC-1; Radionics) capable of producing 200W of power. 
Impedance, tip temperature and current (energy deposition) 
were continuously displayed and were recorded during the 
procedure. A thermocouple embedded within the electrode tip 
continuously measured local tip and tissue temperature during 
the procedure. A peristaltic pump (Watson- Marrow, Medford, 
MA) was used to infuse chilled saline into and within the lumen 
of the electrodes at a rate sufficient to maintain a tip temperature 
of 20-25 °C to prevent charring around the needle which will 
subsequently prevent heat propagation.

Tissue impedance was monitored by circuitry incorporated 
within the generator. As impedance increases (the resistance of 
the coagulated tissue to the spread of the RF waves increases), 
the RF machine automatically turns off and the current (RF 
energy) indicator returns to zero; this means that the energy 
deposition in tissues is stopped (cut off occurred). This lasts for 
several seconds up to minutes until the impedance decreases; 
then the machine turns on automatically and energy deposition 
starts again. This process is repeated many times during the 
13min of the RF application session (we called the repeated cut 
off “pulsing”).
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The total energy and heat deposition depends on the total 
duration when the current indicator is on (not zero during high 
impedance) and the longer the total duration of active current 
indicator the larger the area of coagulation within and around 
the lesion. On the contrary, when the current indicator is around 
zero repeatedly (repeated pulsing) for minutes during the 
session, this indicates inefficient heat propagation and tissue 
coagulation.

Combined RFA and saline technique
The RFA technique used was the same as in ordinary RFA 

but it was preceded by ultrasound insertion of a spinal needle 
(18gauge) intra-tumor. The RFA needle was inserted intra-
tumor beside the spinal needle, and saline was injected (2-
20cc according to the size of the lesion until the tumor was 
saturated); the spinal needle was pulled, then the RFA session 
was immediately started as usual.

Statistical methods
Quantitative variables were presented using mean and SD, 

median, and minimum and maximum values. Qualitative data 
were presented using frequencies and percentage. Chi-square 
and Fisher’s exact tests were used for detection of association 
whenever appropriate. Comparison of lab data before and after 
intervention was done using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. 
Binary logistic regression analysis was used to exclude the effect 
of significant variables between groups on the significant final 
outcome difference. Differences were considered significant 
when P was ≤0.05 and highly significant when P was ≤0.01. 

Results
Basic characteristics of patients
Table 1: Tri- phasic CT findings before procedure in both groups.

Item RFA+S RFA P Value

Number No/38 % % No/34

1 16 42 18 53

0.39 (NS)
2 12 31.5 8 23.5

3 8 21 2 5.8

4 0 0 2 5.8

Rt. Lobe 28 73.6 26 76.4

0.24 (NS)
Lt. Lobe 8 21 4 11.7

Not done 2 5.2 6 17.6

Non 
visualized 2 5.2 4 11.7

Diameter 3.21±1.1cm 3.0 ± 1.3cm 0.61 (NS)

Enhancement

Typical 32 84 24 70.5
0.36 (NS)

Atypical 4 10.4 6 17.6

The background characteristics were comparable in both 
RFA+S and RFA groups; F:M ratio was 0:40 and 2:38 (P>0.5), with 
a mean age of 52.6+9 and 58.4+5.9 (P=0.02) respectively. The 
tri-phasic CT assessment pre-procedure showed that there was 

no statistically significant difference between the two groups 
regarding number, diameter or enhancement of HCC lesions 
Table 1. Typical enhancement was shown in 32/36 (89%) in the 
RFA+S compared to 24/30 (80%) in the RFA group. Tri- phasic 
CT was not done in 2 patients in RFA+S group and six from RFA 
group (diagnosed by tru-cut biopsy).

The histo-pathological grading was comparable in both 
groups; HCC grade I was found in 26(65%), grade II in 8(20%), 
grade I-II in 4(10%), grade II-III in 2(5%) of the RFA+S, 
compared to grade I in 32(80%) and grade II in 7(15%) of 
the RFA group. While one patient showed dysplasia only (RFA 
group) but with typical enhancement shown on tri- phasic CT. He 
was diagnosed as HCC according to our definition and included 
in our intervention.

Biochemical response
Table 2: Biochemical profile before and one week after procedure in 
both groups.

Item
RFA+S

P Value
RFA

P Value
Before After Before After

Bill. 1.24±
0.87

1.8 
±1.2 0.010(S) 1.34 

±1.16
1.24 

±0.88 0.629

AST 73.78 
±27.4

99.5 
±67.8 0.104 83.18 

±46.3
65.47 
±32.7 0.086

ALT 84.5 
±42.04

70.5 
±52.4 0.351 71.1 

±37
66.88 
±36.4 0.715

ALP 310.44±
140.5

315 
±172.8 0.929 293.1 

±92.6
277.9 
±65.4 0.61

TP 7.22 
±0.414

7.67 
±1.0 0.125 7.1 

±0.49
6.9 

±0.51 0.125

ALB 3.56 
±0.314

3.1 
±0.79 0.042(S) 3.48 

±0.38
3.16 

±0.31 0.004(S)

PC 77.3 
±12.2

79.5 
±8.9 0.626 70.1 

± 9
69.5 
±8.8 0.686

The liver biochemical profile in both groups before and one 
week after RFA showed a statistically significant elevation of 
serum bilirubin post procedure in the RFA+S group compared 
to pre-procedure level (P = 0.010). Serum albumin showed a 
significant decrease post-procedure in both groups (P =0.042 
& 0.004) respectively. There was no statistically significant 
difference in ALT, AST, ALP or AFP in both groups pre and 
post procedures (Table 2). However, AFP level markedly 
decreased one month post procedure in the RFA+S compared 
to the RFA group (the pre/post procedure mean±SD was 
976+2414.5ng/dl and 546.9+1157.8ng/dl vs322.4+696.3ng/
dl and 760.4+1982.8ng/dl) respectively, but the difference was 
not statistically significant. Interestingly, 56/80 of our patients 
(70%) had AFP levels below 200ng/dl. 
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The RFA machine parameters during procedure
Table 3: RFA procedure details in both groups.

Item RFA+S RFA P value

Number of Cycles

1x13min 26 24

0.5 (NS) 1.0 
(NS)

2x13min 12 16

3x13min 2 0

Total duration 18.2 ±7.7 18.2 ± 6.5

Pulsing

< 1 min 8 36

0.001 (HS)

1-2 min 12 0

3-4 min 8 0

> 4 min 2 0

no pulsing 10 4

The RFA procedure details in both groups are tabulated in 
(Table 3). Most of the patients had one cycle (13 minutes duration 
of RFA application) in each session (26 patients in RFA+S group 
and 24 patients in RFA group). The difference in number of 
cycles (13 minutes) per session was not statistically significant 
in both groups. (P=0.5). All the RFA+S patients necessitated 
one session only (40/100%) compared to (36/90%) in the RFA 
group), as 4 patients in the later had a second session after one 
month because of the persistence of 50% viable cells on FNAC 
post procedure (Table 3). The pulsing (repeated cut off) in the 
RFA+S group occurred mostly in a frequency more than one 
minute in 32 (80%) to the extent that 10 of the 32 patients had 
no pulsing at all (continuous energy deposition all-through the 
13 minutes), while in the RFA group, most of the patients 36 
(90%) had pulsing in a frequency less than one minute (Table 3). 
Such results were statistically highly significant (P=0.01).

Table 4: RF machine parameters during application of RF in both 
groups.

Item Group N Mean SD P value

Minimum 
impedance

RFA+S 26 57.23 9.11
0.024 (S)

RFA 24 67.50 11.73

Maximum 
Impedance

RFA+S 26 77.08 14.98
0.027 (S)

RFA 24 100.50 29.94

Mean 
Impedance

RFA+S 26 67.15 11.13
0.017 (S)

RFA 24 84.00 19.36

Current
RFA+S 26 1.71 .23

0.018(S)
RFA 24 1.46 .26

Maximum 
Temperature

RFA+S 26 26.54 7.05
0.069(NS)

RFA 24 32.67 8.76

Minimum 
Temperature

RFA+S 26 18.54 4.39
0.199(NS)

RFA 24 20.75 3.98

Mean 
Temperature

RFA+S 26 22,54 5.60
0.086 (NS)

RFA 24 26.71 5.99

The RF machine parameters during RF application in both 
groups showed that the minimum impedance (tissue resistance), 
maximum impedance and mean impedance were lower in RFA+S 
group than RFA group and this was statistically significant. The 
current (energy deposition leading to coagulative necrosis) was 
higher in RFA+S group than RFA group and this was statistically 
significant (Table 4). The minimum temperature (around 
the needle), maximum temperature and mean temperature 
were lower in RFA+S group than in RFA group, but this was 
statistically insignificant. In RFA+S group, the pulsing frequency 
was not affected by the diameter of the focal lesion. (p: 0.87) 
but the total duration of application was directly proportionate 
to the diameter of the focal lesion (Table 5). As it was noticed 
that when the diameter increases the duration of application 
of RF increases to obtain a larger diameter of coagulation and 
ensure total ablation of the larger focal lesion with a good safety 
margin around, and this was statistically significant(p= 0.003). 
In RFA group; Table 6 neither the pulsing frequency nor the total 
duration of application of RF was affected by the diameter of 
focal lesion.

Table 5: The relation between pulsing frequencies, total duration of RFA and tumor diameter in the RFA+S group.

Diameter N Mean SD Minimum Maximum P Value

Pulsing frequency

<3 20 2.40 1.56 /0.50min /5.00min

0.112 (NS)
3.1-4 16 1.25 1.16 0.00min /3.00min

4.1-5 4 1.00 1.41 0.0 /2.00

Total 40 1.89 1.48 0.00 5.00

Total duration of application

<3 20 13.00 0.00 13.00min 13.00min

0.003 (HS)*
3.1-4 16 24.38 8.33 13.00min 39.00min

4.1-5 4 26.00 26.00min 26.00min

Total 40 18.47 7.89 13.00min 39.00min
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The success of RFA procedures in both groups
Table 6: The relation between pulsing frequency, total duration of RFA and tumor diameter in the group.

Diameter N Mean SD Minimum Maximum

P value

0.87 (NS)Pulsing frequency

<3 24 0.6583 0.3777 /0.00min /1.00min

3.1-4 8 0.6250 0.2500 /0.50min /1.00min

4.1-5 8 0.5000 0.5000 /0.00 /1.00min

Total 40 0.6263 0.3588 /0.00 /1.00min

Total duration of application

<3 24 18.4167 6.6941 13.00min 26.00min

0.56 (NS)
3.1-4 8 16.2500 6.5000 13.00min 26.00min

4.1-5 8 21.6667 7.5056 13.00min 26.00min

Total 40 18.4737 6.5943 13.00min 26.00min

Table 7: Success rate in both groups.

Item RFA+S RFA

No % No %

Final results:

Successful

Failure with shift to PEI

40

0

100

0

22

18

55

45

Depending on Triphasic CT:

Ablation

No /partial ablation

40

0

100

0

16

20

44

56

Depending on pathology:

Complete ablation

No ablation

36

0

100

0
14

18

43.7

56.3

Total 40 (100%) 40 (100%)

Complete ablation was achieved in all 40(100%) of the RFA+S 
compared to 16/36(44.4%) in the RFA group (P<0.01) Table 7. 
Partial ablation was obtained in 16/36(44.4%) of RFA group and 
the remaining 4/36(11%) had no ablation at all. According to 
the histo-pathological findings post treatment; the success rate 
was 100% (36/36) in the RFA+S compared to 43.7% (14/32) in 
the RFA group Table 7. Four patients from RFA group showed 
complete ablation by the tri- phasic CT but biopsy was not done 
for them, another four patients showed 50% viable malignant 
cells in tru-cut biopsy after procedure, so another session of 
RFA alone was repeated and complete ablation was obtained. 
The final success rate in RFA group reached (14+4+4=22) 
22/40(55%). The remaining eighteen (45%) patients of RFA 
group were shifted to percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI). 
This difference between both groups was statistically highly 
significant. (P≤0.01)

RFA procedure related complications
The procedure related early complications showed that 

abdominal pain during session was the most encountered 
problem. It was sometimes associated with shoulder pain in focal 
lesions of Rt. lobe near the diaphragm. The pain was relieved by 

I.V analgesics. Thigh burn (hyperemia) occurred in two patients 
(5%) in each group that was related to the cluster needle Table 
8. In the next 2 hours post procedure; 2 patients in the RFA+S 
group had fever (transient and relieved by antipyretics). None of 
the patients of RFA group experienced fever. Late complications 
included abscess formation, biloma, subphrenic collection, 
and ascites Table 8. The abscess and subphrenic collection 
responded to repeated aspirations. The ascites was moderate 
and responded to diuretics. None of both groups had any remote 
complications. The difference in frequency of occurrence of any 
complication (during, early, late and remote) in both groups was 
statistically insignificant.
Table 8: Procedure related complications in both groups.

Item RFA+S RFA P 
value

Complications during 
procedure:

i.  Abdominal pain

ii.  Thigh burn

iii.  Non

No % No %

0.78 
NS

28

2

10

70

5

25

24

2

14

60

5

35

Early complications (1st. 24h)

i.  Non

ii.  Fever

38

2

95

5

40

0

100

0
0.37 
NS

Late complications (within 
2months)

Non Abscess formation

Ascites

Subphrenic collection

Biloma

35

2

2

0

1

87.5

5

5

0

2.5

37

0

2

1

0

92.5

0

5

2.5

0

0.36 
NS

Remote complications (after 
2m) 0 0 0 0
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Follow up (post RFA)
Twenty four month follow up of RFA+S group showed that 

2(5%) had recurrence at the site of ablated tumor one year after 
ablation, 12(30%) had De novo lesions (new lesions elsewhere 
in the liver), 2(5%) had liver abscess early in the follow up at 
the site of ablated tumor and one (2.5%) developed biloma. 
Ascites developed in 8(20%) mostly after one year (unrelated 
to the RF procedure). None of both groups had PV thrombosis, 
jaundice worsening or hepatic encephalopathy. The median 
event free time (EVF) for RFA+S group was 14 months. The event 
free rate was 35% while the cancer free rate was 60%. Three 
(7.5%) patients dropped during follow up period Table 9. In 
the RFA group, 18 patients were shifted to PEI after failure of 
the RF procedure and were not included in our follow up. The 
successful RFA 22 patients followed up for 24 month. Two (11%) 
had primary recurrence after 14 months of ablation, 10(55.5%) 
developed De novo lesions in the liver mostly within the first 
year of follow up. Two (11%) had PV thrombosis after 7 and 9 
months respectively and two had ascites. None of the patients 
had jaundice worsening, hepatic encephalopathy or liver abscess 
Table 9.
Table 9: Frequency of complications and follow-up in the successful 
cases of both groups.

Finding RFA+S RFA P value

Primary 
recurrence 2 5% 2 11% 0.99 (NS)

De novo lesions 12 30% 10 55.50% 0.25 (NS)

PV thrombosis 0 0 2 11% 0.31 (NS)

Ascites 8 20% 2 11% 0.99 (NS)

Liver abscess 2 5% 0 0 0.99 (NS)

Biloma 1 5% 0 0 0.99 (NS)

Procedure 
success 14 35% 4 44% 0.69 (NS)

Cancer free 
success 24 60% 4 44% 0.69 (NS)

The procedure success was 44.4% and the cancer free rate 
was 44.4%. The event free time (EVF) for the RFA group was one 
month (As nine patients shifted to PEI). Two patients dropped 
out during the follow up period. However, the difference between 
both groups in the follow up parameters was not statistically 
significant

By Binary logistic regression analysis, there was no 
significant impact of age, site / size of focal lesion or duration of 
the procedure on the final outcome of our patients.

Discussion
Considerable interest has developed, during the last 10 

years, in the thermal ablation techniques as RFA for treatment 
of HCC. Differences in reported success rates are definitely multi 
factorial and include patient selection, operator experience, and 
equipment used [10]. One of the used strategies to increase the 
ablation volume in RFA is intra- tumoral saline injection prior to 

or during RFA application aiming at changing the environment 
of HCC cells. 

Livraghi et al. [11] hypothesized three potential effects to 
explain the substantial increase in the volume of necrosis that 
was achieved with saline enhancement: 

a) increase of the effective surface area of the RF electrode 
(originally believed to be the only effect), 

b) tissue cooling or decreased tissue impedance leading 
to improved tolerance of increased generator output, and 

c) boiling saline diffusion into the tissues. 

Also, two mechanisms have been proposed by Goldberg et 
al. [7] to account for the increased RF-induced coagulation with 
saline infusion: NaCI alters tissue properties such as electrical 
conductivity to permit greater RF energy deposition [1], or [2] 
the infusion of fluid improves the thermal conduction within 
the tissues by more rapidly and effectively producing heat 
convection over a larger tissue volume.

To our knowledge, this is the first study aiming to evaluate, 
in details, the changes in RF machine parameters after combined 
saline intra-tumor injection for ablation of HCC in HCV patients. 
Our RF machine was set on the impedance control system. 
In other words, the machine is automatically set to change 
its current (energy deposition) according to the impedance 
recorded at the tip of the needle. So, when the impedance is low, 
the current is at its maximum (maximum energy deposition) and 
when the impedance rises (due to tissue coagulation) the current 
decreases or even stops to prevent the occurrence of charring 
at the tip until the impedance decreases again (taking seconds 
to one minute) then the current rises automatically. According 
to meta-analysis and other previous studies in the field of RFA 
in HCC; it was shown that cool-tip RFA with impedance control 
associated with saline could be the best method to obtain 
complete coagulation of the tumor and achieve 100% success 
rate, and this exactly what our machine parameters actually 
confirmed in this study.

The RF machine parameters in our study showed that 
the impedance (minimum, maximum and mean) and the 
temperature (minimum, maximum and mean) were significantly 
lower in RFA+S group than RFA group, the current was 
significantly higher in RFA+S group than RFA group. These 
results agreed with Goldberg et al. [7] who studied the effects 
of NaCl injection on tissue electrical conductivity, RF deposition 
and heating in agar phantoms in in-vivo models. They recorded 
that NaCl solution injection prior to RF had significant effects 
on electrical conductivity, RF deposition and heating of agar 
phantoms. Also they recorded significant increase in generator 
output (increased current), marked tissue heating /coagulation 
and significant decrease in tissue impedance. 

They recorded maximum heating 20mm from the electrode 
and maximum coagulation (7.1cm) for RF application after the 
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injection of NaCl which resulted in nearly twofold increase in 
coagulation diameter when compared with RF alone. Livraghi 
et al. [11] conducted several experiments using 18-gauge 
needle electrodes and continuous saline infusion (1mL/min) 
during RFA in ex vivo models and in vivo animals and humans 
(15 patients with liver metastases). They proved the efficacy of 
saline-enhanced RFA in producing large volumes of necrosis up 
to 3.9cm. Miao et al. [12] reported necrosis of lesions larger than 
5.5cm with saline enhanced RFA in rabbits liver tumors.

In our study, the pulsing in the RFA+S group occurred mostly 
in a frequency more than one minute, while in the RFA group 
most of the patients had pulsing in a frequency less than one 
minute. This could be explained by the decreased impedance 
with intra- tumoral saline injection; as with the presence of 
saline around the tip of the needle, the temperature is lowered 
(as recorded in our results) and the charring around the needle 
is prevented, this decreases the frequency of bouts of increased 
impedance (associated with decreased generator output), so 
energy deposition (and subsequently tissue necrosis) occurs 
during most of the 13 minutes cycle.

We could not find another research studying this parameter 
in the RF machine when applied for HCC ablation. But we believe 
this parameter is important as it determines the “actual” energy 
and heat deposited in the tumor during the 13 minutes cycle. 
The total duration of application (number of cycles) of RFA, in 
our study, was found to be directly proportionate to the diameter 
of the focal lesion in the RFA+S group but not in the RFA group 
and this difference was statistically significant. This difference 
between the two groups could be explained, as with the intra-
tumor saline injection, the impedance is lowered and the current 
increased (as recorded in the RFA+S group), so the operator is 
encouraged to prolong or repeat the cycle of RFA as he feels that 
the session will yield a promising result (complete ablation). In 
contrast; in RFA group, having a high impedance and low current 
made the operator feels that the RF is not effective so he is not 
encouraged to prolong or repeat the cycle.

Our success rate, in the RFA+S group, was superior to the 
results of Livraghi et al. [11] using RFA enhanced with saline 
injection in 25 metastatic focal lesions, they achieved complete 
necrosis in 52% of lesions. Also our results were superior to 
the results obtained by Kettenbach et al. [13] who studied 
percutaneous saline enhanced RF in twenty six patients with 15 
HCC and 33 hepatic metastasis. In their study, incomplete ablation 
was recorded in 35%. Kettenbach et al. [13] also recorded that 
tumors of 3 cm or less in diameter had eight times chance to 
be completely ablated with success. Favorable treatment results 
were most likely due to the creation of adequate “surgical” 
margins surrounding the tumor, so such margins are more likely 
to be obtained in smaller lesions.

This difference between our results and the results of the 
above 2 studies could be due to the difference in the nature of 
tumor (HCC vs. metastasis) due to the biologic peculiarity, the 

difference in the technique of RF, as Livraghi et al. [11] used the 
conventional single needle (not the cool-tip) with continuous 
saline infusion. So, it is well known that the original method 
ablates smaller lesions than the cool-tip. Also the continuous 
saline infusion produces irregular shape of ablation. 

Also, in the study by Kettenbach et al. [13] they used a needle 
with 1.5cm conductive portion at the tip, but in our study we 
used the 3cm conductive portion needle thus producing larger 
diameter of coagulation. Similar to our study, Livraghi et al. [11] 
used feedback control of the impedance in the tissue, which 
allows the regulation of the power output to keep the impedance 
below a threshold value and provide automatic heat regulation in 
the targeted area. However, they added automatic modification 
of the flow rate of continuous saline infusion during RFA to 
keep low impedance in tissues, thus avoiding desiccation and 
subsequent carbonization in the targeted area.

Our results were nearly the same as the results obtained by 
Giorgio et al. [14] in lesions less than 3cm; they studied saline 
enhanced RF in 84 patients with HCC having 95 lesions. They 
obtained 95% success rate in lesions less than 3cm in diameter. 
But in lesions 3-5cm in diameter, in Giorgio et al. [14] study, the 
success rate was 71% (39/45) and in lesions >5cm the success 
rate was 12.5% (1/8). So, our results did not match study 
regarding lesions larger than 3cm as we achieved 100% success 
rate in such cases (20/20).

Moreover, the low rate of complete necrosis in larger 
(>3.0cm) HCC lesions in our RFA only group (50%) confirms 
the lack of efficacy of RFA as the sole treatment in these 
tumors. Combination with other therapies (i.e., saline, TACE 
or percutaneous ethanol injection) should be considered. It 
appears also that combined normal saline with RFA, in our 
study, was more superior than hypertonic saline enhanced RFA 
(RFA+HS), as in the study done by El-Kady et al. [9], tri- phasic 
CT, one month after RFA+HS showed that 17 (85%) patients 
achieved complete ablation, whereas 3 (15%) achieved partial 
ablation. Moreover, 12/13 (92%) of medium HCC and 5/7 (71%) 
of large HCC were successfully ablated. The relation between 
success rate and lesion diameter was significant. After 6 months, 
73.7% of patients who underwent RFA+HS showed maintained 
ablation.

With review of studies treating malignancy with combined 
RFA and hypertonic saline, only one other study reported 
combined RFA with hypertonic saline in humans and was done 
on pulmonary metastatic tumor (from HCC) in one patient [15]. 
Other studies were done in animals like rabbit liver [12,16] or 
kidney [17] or porcine liver [18] or done in explanted bovine 
liver [19-21] and all showed that RFA+HS gave better efficiency 
in creating a large ablation area than does dry RFA. The post 
procedural complications in our study were comparable 
between both groups, indicating higher ablation with no 
additional harmful effects. But we slightly disagreed with 
Moriyasu [22] who said that biloma does not occur with RFA, 
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because the process of RFA is strongly moderated by blood flow 
and heat conduction, the zone of ablation is both predictable and 
controllable and the ablation process is less damaging than the 
direct microwave energy or alcohol. But apparently, in our study, 
with addition of saline, this rule has changed.

The abscess and the biloma recorded, in our study, were 
met with when the amount of saline increased significantly in 
relation to the tumor diameter (about 15 to 20cc saline in each 
tumor). The relatively large amount of saline had led to the 
creation of a large area of coagulation larger than the tumor 
itself associated with liquefaction and eventually infection on 
top. Also our results didn’t agree with Giorgio et al. [23] who 
reported complications that occurred with saline-enhanced RFA 
in primary or metastatic liver tumors. The number of patients 
with major complications, including death, was three (0.9%). 
The overall mortality rate was 0.3% (1/336). One patient died 
because of worsening liver decomposition. Two other major 
complications occurred; liver abscess and sepsis that developed 
in one patient (0.3%). Mild post-treatment ascites occurred 
in one (0.3%). One patient showed self-limiting subcutaneous 
cellulitis along the electrode path. Fever lasting 1-3 days and 
pain lasting 12-24 hours were observed in 141 patients (42%) 
and 211 patients (63%), respectively. Another work by Boehm 
et al. [24] compared saline enhancement versus internally-
cooled RFA electrode for the treatment of small carcinomas of 
the breast in a rabbit model. The authors found the two methods 
to be equally efficacious but encountered a significantly higher 
complication rate with the saline technique. 

In the follow up of our patients, our results (in RFA+S group) 
were in agreement with Huang et al. [25] as they recorded 
primary recurrence in 2.7% and secondary recurrence in 33.6%. 
But in RFA group, we obtained higher secondary recurrence 
rate not corresponding to Huang et al study. Also, in the RFA+S 
group, we obtained 60% cancer free success rate which was in 
agreement with who recorded that 72% of patients remained 
tumor free for a median follow up period of 15 months, but in 
RFA group, we obtained lower results (44.4%) than.

In spite of these encouraging results, the RFA plus saline 
technique was neglected in favor of other forms of radiofrequency 
ablation because of the irregular shape of the zone of tissue 
necrosis and the difficulty in expecting the size of ablation. 
However, similar problems are encountered occasionally with 
other thermo-ablation techniques. For instance, incomplete 
and irregular necrosis due to the cooling effect of large vessels 
situated near the margin of the treated lesion have been described 
with all RFA devices and with interstitial laser photocoagulation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, when augmentation with intra-tumor saline 

occurs, the success rate of cool-tip RFA increases to 100% with 
great safety and no increase in complications even in large 
tumors (3-5cm). As saline is easily accessible and the intra-
tumor injection is an easy technique; this increase in success 

rate could be very promising in future approaches to improve 
the RFA technique. Combined saline and RFA should be widely 
used in ablation of HCC in cirrhotic patients as it is safe, highly 
effective, one session technique, non-costly and easy to perform.
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